
 

Uncover Invisible Underground Feminine Culture via Girl Talk 
Local photographer displays women’s washroom graffiti from more than 500 bars at Nuit 

Blanche 2016, Toronto 

 
Toronto, September 28, 2016- This year Nuit Blanche, Toronto will see Zahara Saleki’s documentary 

based photo-project “Girl Talk”. The exhibition will take place on October 1, 2016 at 401 Richmond' 

West’s building-wide Nuit Blanche event, Built For Art: A Secret Garden.  

Saleki has been capturing graffiti from mostly women’s and some unisex washrooms in over 500 bars in 

Toronto, Montreal and New York City over the past two years. 

“I found these drawings very inspiring. I felt many of us are wild, crazy artists inside, but are 

scared to show others because we worry it is too silly or childish. The truth is, many of these 

drawings reveal the wild soul we have otherwise learned to tame, in a very conservative way. 

What if we learned to not be so self-conscious? What kind of society would we would live in 

then?” - Saleki 

 In this project, she has isolated each drawing and graffiti from its original environment, making each 

one its own individual art piece. The photographs will be printed in black-and-white on semi-transparent 

paper and installed on the walls and ceiling of a greenhouse. The structure will be illuminated from the 

outside, becoming a huge lightbox that invites audiences to enter and literally walk into one of the 

artist's fantasies, experiencing a new way of seeing graffiti. 

“Through these photographs I capture the essence of the soul and the unmasked version of 

these people. For me these graffiti and statements speak of the desire of people who need to be 

heard and remembered in their true way. We have to wonder why these girls are not as 

expressive in society, when other people are watching.”  

Saleki will be available at the event for interviews and photo opportunities. 
This is an indoor event. Parental guidance is advised.  
 
For more information, please contact Rudy Sheoran, at 647-372-8989 or email at rsheoran@zsaleki.com. 
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